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 Page 5 Washington East Area 92 Newsletter 

Officer Reports 
 

Delegate News 
 Greetings!  I am happy to be back at home, the quiet mountain is soothing after the “hub bub” of the big 

city.  As many of you already know from following the delegates corner blog on the Area 92 web site, I attended a 

great conference.  Thanks once again for all of your participation and help!  I hope your district has scheduled for a 

report, I’m excited to pass along my experience in New York.  The Districts that have scheduled are as follows: 

District(s)   Date   Location/Time 

7 & 22    May 11  8th and 8th, Lewiston 9:00 AM 

8    June 1   ? 

2,3,13,17   June 8   ? 

6,10,11,20   June 9   ? 

4 & 18    June 29   ? 

12    July 13  Rock Church/? 

19    September 15  ? 

 
Dates that are still open:  June 2nd & 30th, July 6, 7, 14, 21, 27 & 28, August 3, 4, 10, 11, 17, 18, 24, 25, 31, Sep 7, 8 , 

14, 28, 29. 
 Other important upcoming events on my schedule are the Washington State Hispanic Convention, 24 – 26 

May, M Hotel in Kennewick, WA, the Standing Committee Workshop June 15th in Colville, the PNC (Pacific North-

west Conference) June 21 -23 in Hermiston, Oregon.  I hope to see you all at these great service opportunities! 

 

In loving service, 

Jeff S. 

 

Alternate Delegate Report 
Hello All.  First of all, let me begin by apologizing for missing the newsletter deadline last month.  I gave my report at 

the assembly and then I was going to forward it to Joanne.  I had a mental lapse and just forgot to do so.  As I said at 

the assembly, the first quarter of 2013 was quiet for me however things are picking up again.  I attended the Pre-

Conference Assembly in Lewiston where the host committee did an outstanding job.  Very well organized and the 

food was the best food I have ever had at an area event.  Not that food is a huge issue but it certainly was enjoyable.  

The discussion and consensus on conference agenda items was interesting and informative.  I think we provided our 

delegate with a fair amount of feedback from our groups in his preparation for conference.  This weekend 5/11 I will 

be attending the 4th Annual Service Workshop in Yakima.  I am hoping to attend the Spanish Convention the week-

end of May 24th.  The Delegate Report is schedule for our district on July 13th however I will be facilitating a GSR 

School on that day.  I am planning to attend the Delegate’s Report on June 1st in Coeur d’ Alene or June 8th in Spo-

kane.  I will be at the Standing Committee Workshop on June 15th and will be attending the Pacific Northwest Con-

ference (PNC) the weekend of June 21st in Hermiston OR.  There are two upcoming GSR Schools scheduled, June 

13th in Spokane and August 17th in Chelan.  Please contact me if you would like to arrange for a GSR School in 

your district.  Between all of that I have a couple of personal campouts scheduled with my husband and I will be at-

tending the Women’s Campout at Alta Lake the last weekend in July.  Thank you for allowing me to be of service.  

 

Registrar Report 
Registrar duties seem to be going smoothly.  I received several updates at the assembly and have entered them.  If 

you are a new GSR and you have not received your GSR packet, please let me know and I will be happy to follow 

up.  Some of you are aware that GSO has made the decision NOT to publish directories this year.  My understand-

ing of their reasoning is that it is a cost savings measure and the feeling is that changes occur so often within our 

groups that when the directories are printed they are already out of date.  In addition, most areas have web sites 

where meeting information is readily available.  This brings me to an important clarification.  My responsibility as 

your registrar is to update group information with GSO.  When you submit meeting changes and new meeting  
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information to me for GSO, please update the area 92 website at area92aa.org.  I try to forward those changes to 

TY B for update on the area website but sometimes I might miss one here or there.  Most of the changes I enter 

have to do with group contacts and that info does not need to be passed on the area website.  However any 

meeting location changes, meeting time changes, meeting days, new groups, etc should be updated on the area 

website.  DCM’s will want to check the area website for accuracy of meeting information in their districts regularly 

(perhaps semi-monthly or quarterly) and make updates accordingly.  Thank you again for allowing me to be of ser-

vice.  Dolores E. 

 

Area Chair 

Greetings Area 92; 
Well June is almost here, at least according to the Newsletter.   June has many bright spots on the horizon.   First 

and most important is my friend Fern’s belly button birthday.  The next week, we will have the Standing Work-

shop in Colville, on June 15th, a chance to get together and network among the various committees.  These are 

very productive events for some committee’s and not so much for others.  In my experience, I have seen a lacklus-

ter committee change dramatically with the effort of one person, one person showing enthusiasm for the tasks, 

and the results.  When we talk about service work, I hope our enthusiasm shines so brightly that others can’t help 

but see what service work does for A.A., our Area, our District, our Homegroup, and most importantly, for each 

of us individually.  We learn so much through service to Alcoholics Anonymous, we learn how to be the people 

our Higher Power intended.  At least that is what it is doing for me, and since I am certainly not finished with the 

lesson, I will continue to show up, to learn, to share, and to grow.  I do so hope to see you on this journey. 
Oh my, I digressed; next up in June is the PNC.  This year’s Pacific Northwest Conference will be hosted by Ore-

gon Area 58, in Hermiston, Oregon, June 21st through the 23rd.  It is similar to PRAASA, except the Conference 

has happened, so we will be discussing the results of the Conference and how it applies to A.A.   As usual, I am 

excited to be able to attend and hope that many of you make the trip to Hermiston as well.  It is a lovely small and 

intimate conference and the oldest continuing conference in A.A.  started by Bill himself. 
I must make a few apologies here as well, I intended to go to Wenatchee to celebrate District 21’s Anniversary, 

but work got in the way.  Being self-employed, I sometimes have to make the tough choices and that was one of 

them.  I have been under the weather for over a week now and hope to still make the Service Workshop in Ya-

kima, but if I don’t, please forgive me and know I would be there if I were well. 

I look forward to seeing your beautiful faces on the road to happy destiny, 

Yours in grateful service,, Carol E.., Chair 

 

Treasurer’s Report 
Wow it is time for my June newsletter report already.  This year is flying by and this rotation will soon be over.  In 

the meantime, I still have lots to do. I am getting ready to head to Yakima this coming weekend for the Districts 20 

& 6 Annual Service Workshop. Then on to Walla Walla the same evening and District 9’s Tradition Workshop 

Potluck.  This means I will miss the my home district, District 7, Delegate Report but I am hoping another district 

will invite me to attend their Delegate Report.   I will also be attending the Standing Committee Workshop June 

15th in Colville where the 2016 PRAASA committee will meet.  Then it is on to the PNC in Hermiston, Oregon, 

June 21-23.  This is my 3rd year at the PNC and I am hooked on this intimate little conference.  If you can, get 

yourself to the Pacific Northwest Conference; you will not be sorry you did.  This month’s Seventh Tradition ex-

cerpt is from “The Traditions Checklist from the AA Grapevine”: 
1.  Honestly now, do I do all I can to help AA (my group, my central office, my GSO) remain self-supporting?  

Could I put a little more into the basket on behalf of the new guy who can’t afford it yet?  How generous was I 

when tanked in a barroom? 
2.  Should the Grapevine sell advertising space to book publishers and drug companies, so it could make a big prof-

it and become a bigger magazine, in full color, at a cheaper price per copy? 
3.  If GSO runs short of funds some year, wouldn’t it be okay to let the government subsidize AA groups in hospi-

tals and prisons? 
4.  Is it more important to get a big AA collection from a few people, or a smaller collection in which more mem-

bers participate? 

5.  Is a group treasurer’s report unimportant in AA business?  How does the treasurer feel about it? 
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6.  How important in my recovery is the feeling of self-respect, rather than the feeling of being always under obliga-

tion for charity received? 

Trudging with you, Fern W. 

 

Alt Treasurer 
Washington State East Area 92 makes a concerted effort to thank the Groups and Districts for contributions made 

to the Area and to publish by name in the Area Newsletter those Groups and Districts who support the Area. This 

article includes acknowledgement of contributions for the month of April, 2013 since the May, 2013 Newsletter.  

District   2:   As Bill Sees It, South Hill Noon, Manito Group 

District   3:   Saturday Morning Big Book Study, Minnehaha 

District   4:   Live and Let Live, Promises, Richland Fellowship, Happy Hour  

District   6:   East Valley Beginners   

District   7:   Good Orderly Direction, E.R. Group, Kendrick Group, Clearwater Canyon 

District   8:   Wednesday Night Big Book Study, Women in Emotional Sobriety, Daily Reprieve II 

District 11:   District 11    

District 13:   Valley Noon Group  

District 14:   Living Sober 

District 15:    District 15, Positively Sober, Serenity Breakfast, Saturday Night Beginners  

District 16:   District 16 

District 17:   Early Birds, Foothold in Sobriety 

District 19:   Breakfast in Ephrata, Early Morning  

District 20:   An AA Group, Primary Purpose 

District 22:   New Freedom  
Please note that these are contributions received in April, 2013 and do not reflect previous group/district contribu-

tions to Area 92 or contributions to GSO and Districts.  

Please include: group name, district number and group number with your contribution. 

Thank you for your generous contribution and for your support.  Thank You for allowing me to serve. 

Relax and take it easy,  

Mike S 

 

ATTENTION:  Washington State East Area 92 has a new mailing address. Please use the                  

                           following address for all future contributions to WSEA92: 

 

Washington State East Area 92 

Box 103 

1314 S. Grand Blvd. Suite 2 

Standing Committee & Appointed Officer Reports 

Archives 
Hello everyone,  i’ve been working on getting the location finalized for the area archives to be 

moved.  If you are interested in helping us move the archives during the summer and have a pickup 

or vehicle suitable for moving please let either myself, Mike Mc, Gene D or Rad M know. 
 I will be meeting with steering committee members in Spokane soon to make arrangements to fi-

nalize a contract on a location for the archives. 
I’ve been working on getting the Regional Archives workshop set up for Saturday, July 27th.  We 

are very privileged to have District 10 help with opening and setting up for the workshop.   The fa-

cilitator will be Dave C from area 72.  He has been facilitating these events for some years now and 

is on the list of contacts for the National AA Archives and I’m excited to learn as much as I can 

from him as well as the rest of the members that will be attending. 

We are going to need items to repair and or restore.  So if you have items from you, your group 

or district that is in need of repair or restoration please bring them to the workshop or contact  
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District Reports 

myself so we can make arrangements to get them there.  We need items to work on, without items to repair or re-

store it would not make for much of a workshop.  The workshop will be from 10am until about 4 pm.  We should 

have a very stimulating workshop learning to preserve our archives.   

Submitted by Diana M. Area 92 Archivist 

 

Cooperation with the Professional Community (CPC) 

Greetings, Fellow Trudgers, Work on educating CPC committees continues.  Currently, I'm working on a couple of 

projects to help CPC Committees and groups better understand the inner workings of Service within the Fellowship.  

The hoped-for goal is to be certain that trusted servants who represent AA publically will be able to answer questions 

about our Society.  Since you know that reinventing the wheel is anathema to me, you will not be surprised that I have 

"borrowed" some service material from Area 53, Southeast and Central Ohio.  This link connects to a PowerPoint 

presentation that gives a good overview of both CPC and PI committees.  I hope you find the information useful to 

your groups.  Here is the link:  

area53aa.org/main/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/spring2009_picpc_workshop.ppt 

Remember PI Chair Ron R. and I are ready, willing, and able to visit your group or district to share experience about 

PI and CPC.  Please allow us to function as your trusted servants.  Yours in Fellowship and Service,  Sam C. 

Area 92 CPC Chair 

208-962-9886 h 

828-648-8893 c 

area92cpc@gmail.com 

 

Newsletter 

Summer has arrived and it has been fun. I was able to attend The Tri-Cities Round-up and Woody’s where alls I got to 

do was ride the Harley and fellowship. Ohhh what a rough life!!!In June I’m gonna crash the PNC down in Hermiston. 

It will be a great ride and then to the Quarterly in Yakima.  

 

Please remember to have your event fliers in no later than 60 days prior to your event. This will insure that anyone 

wishing to attend will have ample time to plan. As always Reports are due on the 10th of each month by 5pm. 

Thanks for letting me be of service. Joanne Area 92 Newsletter Chair. 

 

Public Information (PI) 

I am setting in motel room on my way to Seattle.  I am going over for my son’s graduation, getting a Master’s Degree 

with a teaching certificate. I do not have my paperwork with me so will be giving my report from memory. 

I attended the spring assembly which, as usual, was well worth the time. I can’t remember if we voted on three or 

four motions. This was after Jeff did his report and had everybody report on their area. The discussion that went 

around this vast material was long and very lively. I hope the GSR’s vote to keep this format. 

The PI from Spokane had to step down because of some anonymity issues. We do have someone that is taking it over 

temporally.  They have a booth scheduled at Eastern State Hospital. 

As always I am humbled to be able to serve you and thank you for that. If anyone is interested in doing service work 

please feel free to contact me. 

Ronald R  

Area92PIaa@outlook.com 

509-413-6167 

District 4 
We at District 4 are having a lot of things in the woks looking forward to the July 4 picnic all so looking  to get more 

people involved in   things hear at dis 4 have a grate summer and looking to see all in July Quarterly may god please all 
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District 7 

Hi my name is Willy and I'm the alcoholic dcm here in district 7. Well things have quieted down a lil for me as our lo-

cally hosted April Pre Conference Assembly has come and gone. Now to prepare for the delegates report on May 

11th at 9 where we have invited our neighboring district 22 to share the day. We will also be having a traditions work-

shop on May the 18th at 9am-4pm with a potluck lunch from 12-1. Both of these events will be hosted at the corner of 

8th and 8th in Lewiston. To mention again: if you would like to have myself or another trusted servant to attend your 

business meeting our contact info is on the trusted servants list. I am available to you!   

Thank you for allowing me to be of service. Willy W. 

 

District 8 

Greetings form District 8!  We just wrapped up the 2nd annual CDA Convention.  The weather was wonderful for the 

boat cruise speaker meeting.  We had Larry T. from Torrance, Ca., Our own Tanya P. and Ken S. from CDA, and Sha-

ron C. from LA, CA., as speakers this year and they all did a wonderful job.  We had many meetings and speaker pan-

els with topics such as "A Way Out, The Good News this Book has to offer"  and "Trust God, Clean House, and Help 

Others". We had a band and a dance at the end of Saturday night.  

 Although this convention is not technically an AA event, most of us were there and we wanted to share the good 

news here in our area newsletter and invite you to listen for news of the convention so you can join us next year!  

Looking forward to our delegates report on June 1st! 

 

District 9 

It is with sadness that we report the passing of longtime District 9 member Larry "Speedy" Gonzalez. He lost his battle 

with lung cancer last week. During his many years sober, Larry started and supported many meetings in the valley, 

sponsored and mentored many men, especially veterans, and held nearly every District office. He only resigned from 

his most recent office, Archives, a few months ago. Larry will be missed. 

Summer is upon us, and for District 9 that means BBQ's, picnics, and activities! This Saturday we are holding a Tradi-

tions workshop, potluck, and speaker meeting. Our annual 4th of July picnic will probably be moved this year, and de-

tails are being finalized. The Early Birds meeting and the Saturday Big Book meeting usually put on a potluck during the 

summer, and the Saturday VA meeting holds a potluck before their meeting monthly. Details and flyers will be available 

soon! 

Namaste~Sherry B, District 9 newsletter chair 

 

District 10 

Happy spring Area 92 from District 10! Somehow I failed to send my April report, so I’ll start with that. Ebb & flow in 

meeting attendance seems to be the way of Alcoholics Anonymous, and now many of our Home Groups are experi-

encing the ebb. The exception is the 6:30 AM Meeting, which reports a consistent attendance of 20 to 25 people! We 

are happy to report lots of Newcomers celebrating birthdays for April include: Neah 6mo, and both Amy & Brink with 

10mo. Also, Mark E 20+yrs, James B. is celebrating 8yrs, Dan has 2yrs, and Maria, Ignacio & Jordan are all celebrating 1 

year!  

We were fortunate to have our Area 92 Delegate Jeff S. facilitate our District Inventory in April. For any District con-

sidering an Inventory, I’d just like to say that this was the 3rd one I’ve attended & I’ve always found them to be so ben-

eficial to our District’s well-being & our ability to serve our Primary Purpose. Our Inventory confirmed that we are 

doing well in many areas while we can improve in some others, such as using the Area 92 PSA’s (Public Service An-

nouncements) to reach out to the alcoholic who still suffers within our community. Thanks again Jeff for your valuable 

input & time.   

May birthdays include: Both Amy & Brink have 11mo, Ken F 20yrs, Rod H 26yrs, Charlie 14 yrs, Mary 1yr, & Jamie 

2mo. Our Spring Fling was a success! The food was delicious & we enjoyed our Talent Contest. We will soon begin 

planning our Annual Baseball Game/ Potluck, which will be in July. Cle Elum is also planning their Annual Picnic- details 

to follow & will also be posted on our District web page: www.kittitascountyaa.org 

Kudos to Joanne, our Area 92 Newsletter Chair, for the informative section dedicated to the original Box 459. It’s nice 

to know our history. I hope everyone had a safe trip & a good time at the Pre-Conference Assembly. Our DCM Rod 

said he enjoyed it very much. 

Keep cool as together we trudge the happy road of destiny! 

YIS,Jeanine P 
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Q & A 
Ask your question and receive multiple answers from past and present Area Officers. Check 

back next month for the Experience Strength and Hope of your Trusted Servants. The fine 

print: Please limit your questions 100 words or less and I reserve the right to edit if needed. 

Also include your name, position, home group and district. Email your question and info to 

area92newsletter@gmail.com.   

District 13 

We're all looking forward to our district BBQ this month! Please attend if your in the Spokane area. June 21st at Mari-

bue Park. Seems its been a quiet last month. Working on filling vacant chair positions. District 13 is always working to-

gether on encouraging service work. 

Spokane DCM's still continue for unity in our four districts.  We have a few members from our district on the ad hock 

committee which continues to review our central office handbook.  Thank you for all your hard work. Till next month! 

YIS Ann R 

 

 

District 18  

We can see by all the flyers that it’s time to emerge out from our church basements and other regular meeting places 

and get out into the parks, beaches and mountains.  Thank you all who plan these wonderful outings and events.  I be-

lieve it’s important to take advantage of these great opportunities to expand and refresh.  These times spent “away” 

give us the chance to make new friends, bond with old friends and really see the magnitude of our gracious God.  It al-

ways amazes me to see how many people continue to travel (sometimes great distances) to spend a few days at our big 

outdoor campout in little Waitsburg in spite of gas prices and often-painful economy.  We hope all of you come and 

celebrate sobriety with us over Memorial Day weekend. 

Respectfully, Helen Richardson, Dist. 18, Newsletter, Chair.    

     

District 20 

Hello To everybody who actually reads these, everything is going pretty good here in the Yakima area in the world of 

AA we just had our 4th annual Service Workshop on May 11 and we had a pretty good Turn out we did have 4 of our 

Area Officers show up for this event and I would like to personally thank them for doing so also besides them we had 

some pretty good people talking about service and what they do to help out in AA and how it has helped their sobriety. 

We have a Delegate report coming up on June 9 and then in July we will be hosting the 2013 July Quarterly. So we have 

a lot of AA stuff going on here in Yakima plus it is summer and there are a lot of clean & sober events that are not AA 

going on also.  

 

Thank You for letting Me Serve as Your DCM Here in District 20 Ricky L 

 

District 23 

Summer is fast approaching; our District will be blessed with many visitors.  We will be hearing new people’s story of 

recovery, it is an exciting time. 

We will have a GSR Workshop on August 17th. A committee has been formed to work out the details.  I am sure oth-

er activities will appear on our schedule.  We usually have picnics BBQs and campouts as summer moves along.  Our 

Stormy Mountain hike was canceled due to the fires last year.  We hope that tradition will resume this year. 

I am very grateful for the increased interest and participation in our District.  Thank you to all who are stepping up. 

I attended the assembly in Lewiston earlier in the month (April). It was the first one I have attended in the 9 months 

since my last drink. I didn't always know what it was about. Could you please help me to understand what the "right of 

decision" is and why it was such a big issue at the assembly. 
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The answer to your question can be found in the literature, particularly the “Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions.” 
Concept III (short form). To insure effective leadership, we should endow each element of A.A.—the Conference, the 

General Service Board and its service corporations, staffs, committees, and executives—with a traditional “Right of 

Decision.” 
It further states in the long form of Concept III, “The right A.A. solution for this problem is to be found, however, in 

the latter part of Tradition Two, which provides for “trusted servants.”  This really means that we ought to trust our 

responsible leaders to decide, within the understood framework of their duties how they will interpret and apply their 

own authority and responsibility to each particular problem or situation as it arises.  This sort of leadership discretion 

should the essence of “The Right of Decision” and I am certain that we need not have the slightest fear of granting this 

indispensable privilege at nearly every level of world service.” 
There are many times when an elected representative of a group, district or area is in a situation where the group con-

science cannot be easily or expediently accessed.  In those situations, each elected representative ought to, with an 

understanding of their group’s thought processes, evaluate new material and cast their vote in the best interests of 

A.A. as a whole. 
In other words and taken from the long form of Tradition Two, we ought to trust our trusted servants.  This implies 

that our trusted servants have delivered all the necessary information to their groups before the assemblies or confer-

ences and knows from experience the conscience of their group on most matters and that given additional information 

at the assembly or conference, the trusted servant may exercise the “Right of Decision” for the good of A.A. in their 

area. 
Hope this helps to create a better understanding of the Right of Decision as it applies to Assemblies in our Area and 

thank you for the thoughtful question. ~Carol E.WSEA 92 Chair. 
Right of decision is explained in the AA Service Manual in Concept III.  The right of decision is essentially trusting our 

elected and appointed servants to use their best judgment and discretion in all of their duties.  While carrying the 

group conscience of their group or district, a responsible servant must have the authority to act in what is the best 

interests of AA as a whole. ~Jamie S Past Delegate Dist 7 
"Right of Decision" is Concept 3.  The people who were referring to the Right of Decision at the Assembly were refer-

ring to this Concept.  The Concept says that as a "Trusted Servant"  we should have the freedom to use our judge-

ment and this freedom should be equivalent to our responsibilities. (if compelling information is introduced that says 

the Group conscience is not for the best of AA, than the GSR can make a different vote.) Most Groups give their GSR 

the Right of Decision as they prepare their GSR to take their Group conscience to the Assembly.  We bestow this on 

Jeff as he heads to the General Service conference.  People at the Assembly thought that this Right of Decision should 

have been applied, rather than tabling a motion to go back to the Groups for a Group conscience.  ~Jani DCM Dis-

trict 23 
Concept III (the short form) states:  As a traditional means of creating and maintaining a clearly defined working rela-

tion between the groups, the Conference, the AA General Service Board and its several service corporations, staffs, 

committees and executives, and of thus insuring their effective leadership, it is here suggested that we endow each of 

these elements with a traditional “Right of Decision.”   

It is my suggestion that new trusted servants look at the explanation of Concept III in the pamphlet “The Twelve Con-

cepts for Word Service Illustrated. “   “The AA Service Manual  Combined With Twelve Concepts for World Service”  

gives the long form of  Concept III and an essay interpreting the concept. Basically every trusted servant (as the pam-

phlet states) has the right to decide how they will interpret and apply their own authority and responsibility to each 

problem or situation as it arises.  They can decide which problems they can handle themselves and which problems 

they will report and ask for specific direction.  I believe the reason this Right of Decision was emphasized at the WSEA 

92 April Assembly is some trusted servants did not feel comfortable voting on anything that contained new information 

without first talking to their groups, including amended motions.  But the Right of Decision means the Fellowship must 

have trust in its Trusted Servants.  If the groups instruct their GSRs rather than giving them the Right of Decision, then 

the area conference is hamstrung and if the GSR’s instruct the Area Delegate rather than giving him/her the Right of 

Decision, then the General Service Conference is hamstrung. As Bill W points out, “our Conference delegates are pri-

marily the servants of AA as they should…cast their votes…according to the best dictates of their own judgment and 

conscience at that time.”    Bill concludes: “Our entire AA program rests squarely upon the principle of mutual trust.  

We trust God, we trust AA, and we trust each other.” ~Fern W Area Treasurer 
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Tradition 6 
 

Members of the Area Committee share their Experience, Strength and Hope on how 

they apply Tradition 6 in their daily lives. 
 

The following Essay is Bill’s original version. The Tradition Three Essay was printed in the Grapevine in  

May 1948 page 83-84 

 

None submitted  

Intergroup/Central Office Reports 

The sixth of our 12 Points of A.A. Tradition is deemed so important that it states at length the relation of the A.A. 

movement to money and property. 
Too detailed to print here, this Tradition declares in substance that the accumulation of money, property and the 

unwanted personal authority so often generated by material wealth comprise a cluster of serious hazards against 

which an A.A. group must ever be on guard. 
Tradition 6 also enjoins the group never to go into business nor ever to lend the A.A. name or money credit to 

any "outside" enterprise, no matter how good. Strongly expressed is the opinion that even clubs should not bear 

the A.A. name; that they ought to be separately incorporated and managed by those individual A.A.s who need or 

want clubs enough to financially support them. 
We would thus divide the spiritual from the material, confine the A.A. movement to its sole aim and insure 

(however wealthy as individuals we may become) that A.A itself shall always remain poor. We dare not risk the 

distractions of corporate wealth. Years of experience have proven these principles beyond doubt. They have be-

come certainties, absolute verities for us. 
Thank God, we A.A.s have never yet been caught in the kind of religious or political disputes which embroil the 

world of today. But we ought to face the fact that we have often quarreled violently about money, property and 

the administration thereof. Money, in quantity, has always been a baleful influence in group life. Let a well meaning 

donor present an A.A. group with a sizeable sum and we break loose. Nor does trouble abate until that group, as 

such, somehow disposes of its bank roll. This experience is practically universal. "But," say our friends, "isn't this a 

confession of weakness? Other organizations do a lot of good with money. Why not A.A.?" 
Of course, we of A.A. would be the first to say that many a fine enterprise does a lot of good with a lot of money. 

To these efforts, money is usually primary; it is their life blood. But money is not the life blood of A.A. With us, it is 

very secondary. Even in small quantities, it is scarcely more than a necessary nuisance, something we wish we 

could do without entirely. Why is that so? 
We explain this easily enough; we don't need money. The care of our A.A. procedure is "one alcoholic talking to 

another," whether that be sitting on a curbstone, in a home, or at a meeting. It's the message, not the place; it's the 

talk, not the alms. That does our work. Just places to meet and talk, that's about all A.A. needs. Beyond these, a 

few small offices, a few secretaries at their desks, a few dollars a piece a year, easily met by voluntary contribu-

tions. Trivial indeed, our expenses! 
Nowadays, the A.A. group answers its well wishers saying, "Our expenses are trifling. As good earners, we can 

easily pay them. As we neither need nor want money, why risk its hazards? We'd rather stay poor. Thanks just the 

same!"

 
Copyright © The AA Grapevine, Inc. (May, 1948). Reprinted with permission. 

Bill W. 
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POSITION PHONE NUMBER E-MAIL 

Delegate-Jeff S H-509-548-7842/C-509-670-9056 Area92delegate@aol.com 

Alt Delegate-Dolores E H-509-422-2114/Cell-509-429-8436 Area92altdelegate@gmail.com 

 

Chair-Carol E H-208-413-0780 area92chaircle@gmail.com 

Alt Chair-Ty B 509-834-3677 thbuchanan@yahoo.com 

Treasurer-Fern W 208-276-4507 area92aatreasurerfw@gmail.com 

Alt Treasurer-Michael S 208-305-5028 Mesimp@msn.com 

Archivist-Diana M H-509-996-8174/C-509-429-1683 dianasuemar@hotmail.com 

Corrections-Jerry W 509-594-1260 gew625@yahoo.com 

CPC-Sam C H-208-962-9886 C-828-648-8893 area92cpc@gmail.com 

Grapevine/Literature-Scott R 406-291-2276 sroush53@frontier.com 

Newsletter-Joanne W 509-630-2444 area92newsletter@gmail.com 

PI-Ron R 509-413-6167 ronromer@gmail.com 

Secretary-Sandy R 509-475-7173 Sammygene@aol.com 

Treatment/Special Needs-Allen D 509-218-1704 area92treatmentchair@yahoo.com 

Translation-Andres  andres4444496@gmail.com 

How do I apply this Tradition to my life?  I have pondered this question for several weeks and it came to me 

this morning, the 10th, how it applies to me.  Wealth is not a consideration for me if we are talking dollars.  I take 

prestige to be ego and I wrestle with that, at times.  I like to be recognized for my contributions to my family, my 

community, and my groups.  I remind myself that I am a Trusted Servant and my purpose is to serve.  This keeps me 

humble.  Our/my primary purpose is to stay sober.  That is foremost to me.  Part of that quest for me involves par-

ticipation in other 12 step programs.  When I attend other meetings I am aware that AA has shared its 12 steps and 

12 traditions, but not its name to these other groups.  I respect this difference in many ways: I do not talk AA at 

other groups or other groups at AA; I identify myself according to what I am seeking help for; and not comparing or 

contrasting between them.  Also, when I worked for a treatment facility and attended meetings I kept the boundary 

between them clear.    Jani’s thoughts. 
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